Abstract-In this paper, the main objective is to perform classification on breast cancer proteins based on the family history, genes, cellular arrangements to identify the subtype of breast cancer. Breast cancer occurs when the cells are outgrown. This project uses Data from thousands of breast cancer protein and clinical patients that are diagnosed for the same and apply classification algorithm using Python programming language with the use of scientific libraries.
I. INTRODUCTION
The data set collected by a health organization which is approximately 80 patients record and 12.5k protein genes that are potential features that are diagnosed to proteins genes which causes breast cancer and few who do not have breast cancer. In this model, we find out the specific genes that are responsible for causing particular breast cancer type that can help medical practitioners to help prescribe medication more effectively and efficiently focus on treating for particular type rather in standardized medication. The data set is very hard to be found as it is hard to identify the protein causing breast cancer and hence the dataset related to it, as there are more than thousands of proteins that need to be analyzed by the information retrieval methods, that presents the similarity between the protein genes which could belong to a particular subtype of breast cancer tumors. This paper is organized in the following way: Gene characteristics include all information that makes a protein and by identifying which protein cell is making is abnormal it can tell about the size and growth. Though it is difficult to narrowly evaluate the protein level, Alternatively biologists calculate the level of RNA that acts as a connector between the genes and ribosomes that links to DNA.
According to the research, the data were used to assess how the mutations in the DNA are affecting the protein expression landscape in breast cancer. Genes in our DNA are first transcribed into RNA molecules which then are translated into proteins. Changing the information content of DNA has an impact on the behaviour of the proteome, which is the main functional unit of cells, taking care of cell division, DNA repair, enzymatic reactions, and signalling etc. It performed K-means clustering on the protein data to divide the breast cancer patients into subtypes, each having unique protein expression signature. It found that the best clustering was achieved using 3 clusters (original PAM50 gene set yields four different subtypes using RNA data).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The dataset has been refined, yet it contains missing values of proteins in the patient record. As the dataset contained 300 approximately in missing proteins n patients record.
The best ways to deal with the missing values are to:
Interpolation We can assume data is missing in a specific way and use some form of interpolation. In this case each state/level of gene is recorded in terms of integer count of protein level is on time series then we can use linear interpolation between the level of one point of protein that we know and the level of other point protein and we assume the at centre is somewhere in the middle is a stable level. We can assume there is a probability distribution over each of the unknown level of state. In this case, there are two levels values which we know and the inbetween values that are not known and the values that fall in between are assumed to be sort of normal distribution. The variance increases quadrantally at each time point. So after the first known value will have a Gaussian distribution and a next value will be even more bigger distribution and we take the sample of each backward that reaches a point. We define this level as a transition level.
Here, feature selection is done by medical research out of which the proteins dataset is reduced to 50 features by research study the protein that are responsible for breast cancer have been identified. The key usages of scikit libraries by window10, python 3.5 version in a Jupyter notebook, usage of programming and libraries.
KNN
Its one of the simplest algorithm, when the model is built with knowing it is sorting the training dataset and when predicting for new samples the classifier looks at closest k nearest point. So, K actually defines the number of neighbours points used to make a decision by default it uses 5 neighbours. Assuming that instance locates to nearest protein cells and assign F(Xa)=F(Xn) according to our model.
If the level discrete then it returns the most common values of F among the K if it is consecutive then
To be precise the distance between each cell that triggers a particular tumor type can be evaluated by X attributes point Xi is the Euclidean distance D (Xi, Xj) =  K point is assigned with a value to represent all the nearest neighbouring points. Where K point is the tumor type and nearest point are protein cells.  New samples(X) will be given as input i.e in our case new samples of patients.  Evaluating the distance between the X samples and identifying the K-nearest training data of (X).  X is assigned to the same class as that of K nearest neighbours
Random Forest
It is a collection of Decision trees in a machine learning context. How Random forest is better than single decision tree has good prediction capacity but it is prone to overfeeding on part of data combining multiple trees retains the predictive power and it can reduce overfeeding by averaging the results afterwards to build the random forest classifier the major parameters is to specify the n estimator which refers to how many trees to implement the random forest classifier in sckitlearn for breast cancer data set when random state is set to 0 the accuracy of the train and testing data set is 87 which is a good result It is an Ensemble machine learning algorithm that uses divide and conquer approach The proposed algorithm  Assuming the number the number of patient record set to N then sample of these N cases is taken at random.  As there is more number of features in our case we set a constant variable m while the variables are selected such that m<M i.e. M is all the input features and m being random selected features.  Each tree is grown to largest extent possible without pruning  Predict new data by aggregating the prediction of the tree (i.e. average majority of classification) Advantage  The benefit of this method is that it can handle missing values and maintains accuracy for missing data.  It won't over fit the model  It handles dataset with higher dimensionality.
However, we could possibly obtain a better result by adjusting the parameter in random forest called max features which controls the randomness of each tree or we could apply pre-pruning which are similar to what is done in single decision tree set to parameter feature is important which helps to understand the way each features carries decision-making process since we are dealing with multiple trees randomness implies to each of them.
Support Vector Machine SVM SVM is used for both classification and regression it is applied on linear and non-linear problems In this model we use svc support vector classifier to classify the type of breast cancer tumor. It looks for largest points n side of decision lines and these are support vectors the classification, in this case, maybe more accurate because you add a layer of complexity or requirement from the model for decision making. The idea is that the points need to be either very close to the decision line or very far to the division line. In our case, it is a linear representation of data. The goal is to design a hyperplane in other words classifying into groups. The best choice will be hyperplane that leaves the maximum margin from both classes The kernel function is used where the complexity of the problem is high and data is linearly separable where it adds multiple polynomial features at a very high degree this way it prevents the computational complexity or burden that comes along adding multiple features to data. The dependencies of the variable are always taken into consideration. it is a standardized method with a good accuracy prediction except for a small % of false positives Table 2: Table of Results The main goal was to obtain the proteins the belong to the four type of tumors those are the classes Lumina A Lumina B, HER-2 and Basil-like. The methods applied has given the efficient result. The best approach for this was SVM with an accuracy of 87% the only imitation/disadvantage was it false positives were high on the type Lumina A and Lumina B.
A confusion matrix was generated between the type of tumor i.e. classes. To identify the false positives and found that the Lumina a was wrongly predicted with Lumina B. The KNN method approach gave one of the best results. With an accuracy of 75% classifying the protein into four types of the tumor but the disadvantages was due to missing values few of the proteins were not able to classify.
The best fit for this approach was random forest where the missing values were dealt with the mutation method and use the 10 cross fold method. Where the decision tree was split to 10 decision trees with a higher accuracy of 92% on an average group. here where a certain protein that was not able to classify
VI. CONCLUSION
The approach of Random Forest classifier is by far the best among all as the difficulty faced was on the missing value prediction of average using different approaches as a previously medical researcher has feature selected 50 among all it made it easy for applying the methodologies n to the existing data set.
The added advantage was the procedure had labelled classes which could help in choosing the most essential classes. Therefore, the methods approached were good enough and were obtained better results compared to the research. Further, the research can be carried out by classifying the dataset based on the patients age were the average of the clinical dataset can be taken to find the possible age type that could help people get diagnosed based on which they can prevent themselves before it gets worse.
